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Introduction
First of all, who are Force24 and why are we qualified to talk
about this?
Force24 are the fastest growing marketing automation
company in the UK right now. We’ve been in business for
over 10 years which means we’ve learned a thing or two in
our time! We’ve refined our journey over years and years –
with the help of experts – to ensure our communications
achieve fantastic deliverability rates and produce bottom
line impact. This has been a constant process of adapting
to changes in the marketing landscape and a passion to
continue learning, but we can safely say now we’re the UK’s
fastest growing marketing automation platform!
WARNING!
This guide is a case
study rather than a
pure tutorial. It won’t
tell you what to write
or on what subjects
to base your content,
but it will give you a
framework to follow,
and a new way of
working to adopt.
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01

Understanding the
landscape
First of all, let’s get the bad bit out the way… if you think
this guide will give you a secret to being able to send millions
of spam emails and landing them in the inbox of recipients –
unfortunately, you’re in the wrong place.
The good news is this guide is specifically for marketers who
are passionate about growing ROI, creating more customers
and winning more business. And the best way to do that? By
delivering great content to great prospects and consumers to
truly drive value.
The days of buying cheap data and blasting out poorly
constructed, ill-considered and one-size-fits-all email
communications to millions of prospects (that don’t even
know you) are gone.
At this point you could be thinking to yourself, ‘that’s not
true, I still get a return on my email done in this way.’ Our
response would be to say, ‘Okay, but do you have a Plan B
when this approach runs its course?’ If anything, Plan B
is actually better because it’s easier, more rewarding and
generates a greater level of ROI.
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01 - Understanding the landscape

“

This guide is
specifically for
marketers who
are passionate
about growing
ROI, creating
more customers
and winning more
business.

“
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01 - Understanding the landscape

Firstly, let’s understand how the world has changed over
the past 10 years. The email landscape has largely been
consolidated to a very small number of ‘giants’ such as
Google and Microsoft (let’s call them mail server platforms
for the purpose of this guide). For example, in days gone
by, a company would be responsible for processing all its
own inbound mail. The business would then need to have an
exchange server and a spam protection application watching
every email that came in, and this software would typically
be hosted internally on something not-fit-for-purpose sat in
the office.
Fast forward to today and we can hit ‘Send’ to an email of
10,000 people, 9,000 of those recipients of which will either
have Google or Microsoft mail services sat behind their
company domain. Therefore, when we distribute comms,
we’re shipping 4,500 thousand emails into Google and 4,500
emails into Microsoft. When you think about it this way, it
puts everything into a slightly different perspective
doesn’t it?
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02

Is AI working for or
against us?
Microsoft introduced Office 365, a cloud-based
environment utilising the latest technology to process
mail on our behalf. This system embraces the latest AIdriven, spam processing algorithms.
So, let’s take a look at how that’s affected things.
Previously, the email you were sending was the only
thing the spam protection software had to consider
when deciding if it was spam or not. This meant
marketeers only needed to be mindful of the words
they used in the subject line and email body, in
order to prevent their emails going into spam.
But now, as you can imagine, mail filtering has
got so much more sophisticated and takes into
consideration the following:

• What happened the last time you sent an email? Did users
open it and click it, or did they just delete it?
• How often do you send emails? Was it recent enough for
me to base a decision on how likely people are to engage
with this email?
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02 - Is AI working for or against us?

“

Sophisticated AI takes
into account not just
what the email itself says,
or the configuration of
your mail server, but it
watches as emails get
delivered into the inbox
of your recipients, and
then understands how
well received your emails
were.

“
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02 - Is AI working for or against us?

Sophisticated AI takes into
account not just what the
email itself says, or the
configuration of your mail
server, but it watches as
emails get delivered into
the inbox of your recipients,
and then understands how
well received your emails
were. All of this information
goes together to make up
a reputation score for your
business.
Before such technological
advancements, these
numbers only applied to the
‘send IP address’ or domain
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in which you were delivering
from. But, of course, the
largest software companies
on the planet can see
through this ruse and have
a much broader picture of
your business. This quality
score can affect the emails
your sales team are sending,
all the invoice comms your
finance team are firing over
to customers and so on.
What you do as a marketer
can I have an impact on
every email that’s being sent
from your business.
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The reason is simple –
email is broadly known
as the cheapest form of
direct communications and
therefore the one that’s
subject to the most abuse.
Microsoft doesn’t charge
you on how many emails
you receive, so therefore
this is a free service they
provide. And in protection of
its channel, the brand must
be quite protective over its
environment and therefore
relegate bad emails quickly
to spam.
Marketers really don’t think
too much about sending a
few extra thousand emails
because of the cost. Email
marketing platforms
haven’t helped in some
regards by giving marketing
departments ‘all you can
eat’ email send plans –
encouraging professionals
to not think too much about
who they’re sending to
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because, again, it won’t cost
them any more money. And
of course, more is more…
right?!
The new school of thought
says the cost of spamming is
much more than simply the
cost of the email-per-unit
that you send.

“

“

Why are they so
aggressive?

Email is broadly
known as
the cheapest
form of direct
communications
and therefore the
one that’s subject
to the most
abuse.
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03

How can I tell if I
have a problem with
email delivery?
There are actually quite a few ways to either start to see, or
detect, that you have an email delivery problem.

Low open rate
Let’s have a look at some of the obvious symptoms of an
email deliverability issue. The first – and seemingly most
obvious – is an open rate. As soon as email deliverability
starts to take a dip, the first thing to suffer will be the open
rate from campaigns, right?
In an ideal world yes, however, again many email marketing
platforms have not helped in this regard because not all the
opens reported are legitimate. In fact, up to 30% of the opens
you receive are actually modelled by the email marketing
platform as a result of a bot click (more on bot traffic in a
moment).
These platforms assume it’s not possible to click on an email
without opening it, and therefore when they see a click with
no open associated, they forge the ‘presence’ of an open. So
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03 - How can I tell if I have a problem with email delivery?

therefore, the problem is the click may not have been from a
human and in fact a bot crawling your email links before it is
delivered into your contact’s inbox.
This may well be masking the true impact of your poor
deliverability.

Low engagement
A much more accurate gauge regards how engaged your
recipients are. By this we mean you’re not receiving many
enquiries, purchases or whatever call to action you’re asking
people to do. Again, the problem is not as simple because
brands could’ve been experiencing very poor deliverability
for a number of years now
and therefore the level of
engagement is low, and ‘the
norm’.
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“

So, what’s the answer here?
At Force24, we believe lead
scoring is a key metric in
helping marketers to understand
engagement because it’s based
on how a user has interacted
with your emails and website.
If you’re able to grow the lead
scores of individuals, this
may be an early indication of
improvement. Whereas if the
only inkling is when an enquiry
or sale is made, it might be a
little too late down the pipeline.

Lead scoring is
a key metric in
helping marketers
to understand
engagement
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Our advice is to tap into lead scoring now so you can
implement an engagement-based methodology to further
understand your audience. An even better solution is to come
over to Force24 and we’ll show you, for free, why every
customer enjoys lead scoring and how it is configured by our
experts. We believe it’s an imperative tool to improve both
your marketing and digital comms deliverability.

Bot Traffic
One sure-fire sign that you’re struggling with email
deliverability is the presence of bot traffic. We have all seen
this at some point when analysing our opening click report
where bots have clicked every single button in an email
within a fraction of a second.
The reality is that up to 30% of your email traffic is bot
traffic.
So why don’t email marketing platforms do something about
this? The answer is actually quite simple – they can’t. The
aim of the bot is to look like a human being, because if they
were clearly identifiable as a bot, clever spammers would be
able to send them in one direction and people in another, and
then trick platforms into delivering bad or harmful content.
There is a tool in the toolbox that we have at Force24 to
combat this – and that’s our web activity tracking. What
happens is when these bots are fired out from the major mail
server platforms – and follow the links in emails – even
though they leave no trace, we can, in most cases, analyse
what is human traffic and when the bot has pounced.
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“

The reality is that
up to 30% of your
email traffic is bot
traffic.

“
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03 - How can I tell if I have a problem with email delivery?

In the constant aim to only
allow legitimate email through
to the user’s inboxes, bots are
only deployed, as a last resort,
for companies that are sending
email without a high enough
reputation score.

“

Why do these mail
server platforms use
bots?

When these
bots are clicking
your emails, it’s
because the mail
servers do not
consider you as
‘trusted’

Let’s be honest, it would be far
easier for mail server platforms
to trust you and not have to
deploy unnecessary horsepower
in checking every email sent.
So, when these bots are clicking
your emails, you know it’s because the mail servers do not
consider you as ‘trusted’ at the moment.

Online checkers

The final way to identify email deliverability issues is to
use an online mail testing application which allow you to
send an email to them and they will observe how the email
is handled through the mail servers. Unfortunately, this is
not a guaranteed route for establishing deliverability, and
the information dispensed by these mail testing applications
must be taken with a pinch of salt.
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In conclusion, it’s actually quite difficult to know if you do
have a mail server email deliverability problem or not. But if
you suspect you’re underperforming, you probably are.
At Force24 we have a sophisticated automation tool that
enables you to test over 300 different mail server scenarios
with every email – providing you with in-depth analysis as
to the performance of your emails.
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04

Components of
email delivery
Let’s now have a look at each of the components required to
deliver an email into an inbox. These range from technical
factors implemented once, all the way through to the
messages used.

Mail server
Use to send your emails out, most businesses outsource mail
servers to platforms like Force24 due to the complexities of
delivering digital comms to recipients. The main server has
a responsibility to ensure it maintains best practice, known
configurations. While it’s impossible to know how well
your mail server is handling deliveries, the good news is the
technical considerations can be verified using online checkers
mentioned earlier.
At Force24, we use the latest industry-leading technology
to deliver emails sent from our platform which is a critical
part of our value chain. We’re also active members of email
deliverability focus groups and provide consultation to
businesses on how to optimise deliverability.
Force24’s Ultimate Guide to Email Deliverability
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“

At Force24, we
use the latest
industry-leading
technology to
deliver emails sent
from our platform

“
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Digital Email Signing
WARNING: The following is useful to know as a marketer, but
your IT team or technical support specialists should be the ones
to implement it!
Digital signing is the process of giving the mail servers
confirmation of your identity and from which IP you’re
sending from that has the authority to do so.
Let’s take the essential signatures first and the ones you
MUST have. You may have heard of Domain Keys Identified
Mail (DKIM) and Sender Policy Framework (SPF). These are
both types of digital signature where an entry on the Domain
Name System (DNS) of your registered company domain
name specifically refers to the mailing IP addresses which
can send email on your behalf.
An SPF record is a simple text entry on your domain
confirming which mail servers’ identities can send email on
your behalf. An example looks like this:

v=spf1 mx a ip4:111.111.111.111 a:email.yourdomain.co.uk -all
(All the 111s are replaced with your designed mail server)

As you can see, this means that when your email is received
by the mail server, a quick look on the DNS entries on your
domain can verify if the server is allowed to send or not.
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A DKIM is slightly different but is a key that’s inserted on
your DNS and, each time you send an email, the mail servers
will use this key to ‘unlock the door’. In geek terms: It works
by adding a digital signature to the headers of an email
message. That signature can be validated against a public
cryptographic key in the organisation’s DNS records.
Many other variations of protocol exist that are not essential
to support other mail servers such as Domain-based Message
Authentication, Reporting and Conformance (DMARC)
for Google and Smart Network Data Services (SNDS) for
Microsoft. While neither of these are necessary for delivery
into Microsoft and Google, they do provide essential feedback
to identify issues as they enable you to manage delivery
reporting into the specific networks.
Digital signing is something you do once and should be
there for every email sent in the future. It’s not something
you need to continually check yourself, but at Force24 we
constantly monitor the signatures are in place and support
you in implementation if you’re unsure. We’ll
also consider the use of DMARC and
SNDS where the need arises.
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“

A large volume
send to old data is
the riskiest thing
you can do in
email marketing

“
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Data
An obvious component for delivering emails is the data to
which you’re sending emails to. There are many facets of
data we need to consider but, before we get into the specifics,
it’s important to understand the time since a record was last
emailed.
It’s a massive risk to send an email to an audience of users
which you’ve never emailed before, and especially when
the data was collected some time ago. As we go on to
discuss the insight, they can become quite toxic spam traps.
Regularly emailing your data and harvesting the ‘bounce’
information from your email sends – to permanently update
email addresses – will enable you to deal with records as
they become inactive. A large
volume send to old data is
the riskiest thing you can do
in email marketing, and the
damage to your reputation can
be considerable.
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“

Let’s look at some of the other
ways to improve your data.

It’s a massive risk
to send an email
to an audience
of users which
you’ve never
emailed before
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Bounce information
A bounce is what we receive when a contact’s mailbox is not
able to receive our email. They can either be a hard, permanent
bounce – where the email address is essentially dead and should
be disregarded – or a soft bounce where a temporary issue has
prevented the email from being delivered.
In most instances hard bounces should deactivate the record
automatically via your mail server which is good news because
it can protect you from continually sending to addresses that no
longer exist. However, what’s not so smart in business is where we
upload spreadsheets to an email platform, quite often that means we
could be re-activating these bounced email addresses, meaning we
continually send to bad data. Alternatively, a CRM integration may
be continually reactivating these too.
It’s important from marketeer’s perspective that we understand
this is not happening to us, and the way we test is by
physically watching bounce records and
ensuring they do not get
sent again.
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Another easy way is to check your reports and confirm that the
numbers of bounces you receive are in a comfortable place.
You should be receiving no more than 1% hard bounces in
your email sends.
If you find that you are seeing a greater number than 1%,
it’s a good idea to review your data collection policies and
understand, if it’s possible, that poor inputs from sales team
members or form capture are causing this issue and consider
ways to validate it.

“

Looking more specifically at soft bounces, these often contain
important information, and many companies choose not to
close an email address when a
member of staff leaves. Instead,
they use a soft bounce to tell
you they’ve left. Which, if you
are not handling this insight
means you will continually
email an inbox which is not
being monitored.
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“

The more these soft bounces in
our contacts list, the worse our
overall email engagement will
be too. So it makes good sense
to define a policy whereby more
than five soft bounces in any
given month should equal one
hard bounce. (remember this is
just a suggestion, and you should
consider your own audience to see
if that’s realistic.)

If you find that
you are seeing a
greater number
than 1%, it’s a
good idea to
review your data
collection policies
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This is essentially an email
address that has been placed
somewhere on the internet
to determine if your list has
been sourced by ‘scraping’
email addresses. These spam
traps are usually placed around
the internet by email security
platforms and spam filtering
applications and, when hit, they
cause a great deal of damage to
your reputation.

“

“

Spam traps

04 - Components of email delivery

Even if your
brand has a great
standing in your
industry and an
amazing email
send rate, these
spam traps can
cause a problem.

The major email servers
subscribe to these providers too,
in order to provide insight to
their own spam processing. So,
even if your brand has a great
standing in your industry and an amazing email send rate,
these spam traps can cause a problem.

Additionally, they’re also created by the major email server
that takes defunct email addresses – from old users – and
places a hard bounce on them for approximately six months.
After this time period, they’re then converted into a toxic
account or spam trap. This goes back to the importance of
understanding when your data was last used and ensuring
you’re not overwriting hard bounces.
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How do I know if I hit a spam trap?
The answer here is, if you’re not looking you probably won’t know.
You should be checking to see if your domain or IP address appears
on any blacklists – use online tool to do this such as MX Toolbox.
This type of website will perform a complete check of the major
blacklists to help you understand your online reputation and health.
Marketeers should be regularly checking these and we’d also
recommend setting up alerts as well as pay for a subscription to a
service like the tool mentioned earlier.

What can I do if I have hit a spam trap and
end up on a blacklist?
The process of blackness removal is quite simple and websites like
MX Toolbox will give you a link so you can request your removal.
For the first or second time, this provides a good explanation as
to how this may have happened, but when it comes to the third or
fourth occasion, removal becomes trickier. If you find yourself on a
spam trap, take a serious look at the data you were sending to, and
question where the records have come from.
Unfortunately, the blacklist will not disclose the identity of the email
address that caused the issue. It’ll also do its very best to obfuscate
the time at it occurred to make you question the whole data segment
rather than simply removing the offending email address.
In theory, it’s impossible for a responsible marketeer who is not
sourcing that’s been scraped data off the internet, and they’re
instead working with data collected through their website and via
the sales team. Yet it does happen, so please check!
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“

If you find
yourself on a
spam trap, take
a serious look at
the data you were
sending to

“
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Segmentation and relevance
We’ve often heard email marketing experts talk about the key
to email success being based around segmentation. However,
this can be considered quite lazy advice because, how can
segmentation improve email deliverability?
Here, we’d like to address this and go into some detail as to
why segmentation is so important to email deliverability. So,
let’s look at the different types…

“

Engagement segmentation

Assuming you are
communicating with your
recipients regularly, you can
follow the simple example below
of how you can do this.
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“

This is perhaps the
most important form of
segmentation. It’s our advice
that we should segment
audiences based on who is
engaged and who isn’t. Taking
all the contacts you hold –
and simply considering the
time period in which they last
engaged – from this we can
decide how frequently we can
talk to these records, and how
to optimise email engagement.

We should
segment
audiences
based on who is
engaged and who
isn’t.
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(We do strongly recommend you should also base your decisions on
web activity observed from the contacts… fortunately Force24 can
do that for you!)

Last open
date

Age of record

In market Y/N

Mailing
frequency

Segment

Any

>14 days

Y

2-3 Weekly

Engaged

Any

14 days -3

N

0.5-1 Weekly

Passive

New

-

-

2-3 Weekly
first 14 days

Engaged

3 months +

Never

N

None

Unengaged

Once you understand the definition of your engagement segments
you can then start to define what you expect from each of the
audiences. Opt for varying the speed at which you deliver these
emails to allow you to isolate a much smaller segment of data.
You can also prop your passive data segment up with the great
reputation you gain from your engaged base.

Segment

Expected Open Rate

Email Send Speed

Engaged

30%+

Max

Passive

15%

10,000 per hour

Engaged

30%+

Max

Unengaged

-

None

To find out roughly how many emails you should be sending each
month, take your active base and times it by 3 to give you the
approximate volume per month.
Force24’s Ultimate Guide to Email Deliverability
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“

We need to come
to peace with
the fact 20%
of our base is
likely to become
unengaged

“
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To illustrate that point, see the table below which assumes
you hold 10,000 contacts:

Segment

Approx % of base

Total Email Volume/Month

Engaged

15%

15,000

Passive

60%

12,000

Engaged

5%

4,000

Unengaged

20%

None

A few important points are highlighted in this table. The first
concerns the majority of the base which is usually passively
engaged, and only a small percentage is actually engaged.
Also, you’ll see every six months that we need to come to
peace with the fact 20% of our base is likely to become
unengaged, therefore as a marketeer it further highlights the
point about the requirement for continual data capture.
In order for this strategy to be effective, it’s essential these
data segments are reviewed weekly. This is where marketing
automation comes into its own and enables you to set up
these rules whereby contacts are automatically moved to and
from the various segments based on how they interact in
real-time.
Doing this will drive your % open rate up through the roof!
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This is really simple because
it’s about understanding your
audience and what part of
your proposition will most
attract them. Your job as a
marketeer is to break data down
into segments that you can
target effectively with relevant
messaging – one-size-fitsall isn’t the way forward with
email.
With tighter segmentation,
you can be more specific with
messaging and deliver a better
impact for the segment.
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“

Vertical Segmentation

04 - Components of email delivery

Your job as a
marketeer is to
break data down
into segments
that you can
target effectively
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Artwork
A little considered point, but
an important one nonetheless,
is artwork. Quite often we
see low engagement as a
result of a confused design or
overcomplicated message.
The simple point here is, the
more we say, the less value
we bring. Segmentation
should mean we can deliver a
straight-to-the-point message
for a specific group of people
that understands their needs
and of-the-moment interests.
Quite often, marketeers
overburden an email with
too much content because
of lazy segmentation, The
reality of emails is that for
every word added beyond
the essential messages, the
more the previous word is
devalued. The same applies for
buttons, if we’ve done our job
effectively and we understand
our audience, we should be
able to send an email with
a single button for you to
click –removing the need for
recipients to think.
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Our advice when it comes
to simplifying emails? No
more than 10 words for one
button and two supporting
paragraphs. If you can’t
convey your message in a
bite-sized format, you need to
rethink your approach.
also, please remember the
context of email and when
you hit ‘Send’, and not the
recipient deciding when to
receive. You’re more than
likely interrupting a contact’s
day, so make sure your
message is short, sharp and
snappy – not to mention
relevant.

How is that going to
help me with email
deliverability?
The answer is with
engagement – the more people
that are able to consume your
message, as engagement goes
up, your reputation score will
increase too.
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Speaking of which… firstly,
what is your reputation? We
already know that’s what
your email server wants to
determine, so let’s understand
this more.
Reputation isn’t a gold pass
through the door – it’s one
of the components of email
delivery. A good standing can
push your score beyond a point
where somebody with a low
reputation would’ve ended
in spam. It’s about doing
everything well.

“

“

Reputation (it’s just
maths)

04 - Components of email delivery

Reputation isn’t a
gold pass through
the door

For example, companies that sell Viagra legitimately (we’re
picking a classic spam keyword here!). For these brands to
communicate with customers via email, they must have an
excellent reputation score to overcome the content filtering
checks.
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Important factors to know about reputation
How long does your reputation last? Unfortunately, this is one of the
things locked up within the algorithm and it’s not publicly available,
however, we can give our best guess here. We believe your score
begins to diminish after one week!
Therefore, it’s critical we start to think about a new way of
communicating. What you should be doing is identifying how you
can break that message down and send further digital comms, more
frequently.
And while we don’t know the exact components of the algorithm
determining your reputation, we can loosely base it on how
successful you are being – here comes some simple maths… for
example:
If your average open rate is 10%, your reputation won’t be as high
as somebody with an average open rate of 20%. So, for your next
campaign, even if you did little more then remove anybody who
hasn’t opened an email in the last three months, your open rate
will shoot up – and so will your reputation score.
(This is one of the reasons we call email open rates a ‘vanity metric’ and
recommend marketeers not to lean on them for a performance appraisal.
However, it does demonstrate the point beautifully here).
Now, that’s quite a simple view of reputation score. But, essentially,
it’s doing what the mail servers want you to do. So, taking into
account your engagement segmentation, you can now start to
understand how breaking your audience down into groups –
based on their interactions with your brand – you can drive your
reputation score up, ultimately delivering a better return.
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04 - Components of email delivery

“

Remove anybody
who hasn’t
opened an email
in the last three
months, your open
rate will shoot up

“
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04 - Components of email delivery

Cadence
Let’s now discuss the final aspect of delivery –cadence.
Many marketeers confuse a high cadence for spamming, but
let’s put this into context so you can understand the problem
that mail servers are facing. An example…
You’re an avid tennis player, practicing three times a week
and watching it any chance you get.
You also have a select group of online retailers that you buy
your kit from regularly, one of which is very proactive and
sending you emails at key times during your week – covering

What good looks like
Time / Frequency

Audience
Segment 1
Audience
Segment 2
Engagement
Segment
Re-Engagement
Strategies
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04 - Components of email delivery

supportive messages about technique to how its products
can help enhance your game.
You receive these messages warmly and actually start to look
forward to them. Taking the cadence of this communication
alone, they may be communicating with you four or five
times a week – but you don’t notice, and you don’t mind.
This is classed as a high cadence.
The problem comes when you go to replay that exact same
cadence to a non-tennis player. Okay, so you might’ve
bought a pair of trainers a few years ago but that doesn’t give
the same brand the right to email you as frequently as the
avid tennis player. In this instance, the exact same cadence
would class as spamming.

What bad looks like
Time / Frequency

Audience
Segment 1
Audience
Segment 2
Engagement
Segment
Re-Engagement
Strategies
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“

“

It’s always very easy to relate
these examples to classic
B2C scenarios because we all
understand our consumer
behaviours being avid
consumers. The difficulty comes
when we start to relate this to a
B2B scenario. So, while you may
be opening emails, you’re not in
the market, therefore you’ll be
treated differently to somebody
who is.

04 - Components of email delivery

Marketing
automation
becomes
essential as it
moves people
in and out of
segments based
on engagement.

How we define ‘in and out
of market’ contacts is tricky,
but lead scoring helps. That’s
because it enables you to
identify contacts that have
surpassed the engagement of
the average contact – and gone
beyond – so they can be classed as ‘in market’. And, just like
our tennis example earlier, you can increase the cadence
Again, this is obviously where marketing automation
becomes essential as it moves people in and out of segments
based on engagement. Without this, it’s virtually impossible
to manage alongside a modern marketer’s day job, however,
a savvy solution can achieve all this without breaking a
sweat.
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05

The (not so) secret
formula to great
email delivery
Pull it all together with 4 key points as follows:
1. Use Marketing Automation
2. Clean your data
3. Build a good reputation
4. Use (advanced) personalisation to target each individual
with relevant content
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Conclusion
Overall, email deliverability relies on a lot of factors covered in this guide.
The more you can begin to fix, the greater the success.
At Force24, we’re in constant conversations to ensure we’re one step
ahead of the game with not only our own digital communications, but so
we can continue to provide a service that means our clients also deliver
strong content.
If you’d like to see how we can improve your email deliverability through
our award-winning platform, book a demo with one of our automation
experts who can show you a tour of the platform that’s tailored to your
company, and your marketing needs.
Improving deliverability is just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to
automation!
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Get in touch
If you want to talk about your
marketing call us 0845 272 5990 or
email info@force24.co.uk

Force24 Ltd, Office 2, Indigo Blu, 14 Crown Point Road, Leeds,
LS10 1EL
0845 272 5990 - info@force24.co.uk
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